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Abstract Spatial concerns of Web geographical informa-
tion systems (Web-GIS) are inherently crosscutting and
volatile: crosscutting because they affect multiple function-
alities of Web-GIS systems, and volatile because their status
may change often. If these concerns are not modularized
properly, the quality of Web-GIS services, particularly with
regard to adaptation and evolution, can be severely compro-
mised. This paper uses aspect-orientation to model crosscut-
ting and volatile spatial concerns. By modeling both types
of concerns, crosscutting and volatile, as candidate aspects,
one can use dynamic weaving to add or remove them from
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a system at runtime. The aspect-oriented approach proposed
starts with the identification and specification of crosscutting
concerns and follows by composing these using modeling
aspects using a transformation approach, an aspect-oriented
modeling technique. The conflicts that can emerge due to the
composition order are also taken into consideration. Finally,
this paper proposes a set of reusable GIS crosscutting con-
cerns, documenting them in a concern catalogue.

Keywords Web geographical information systems ·
Aspect-oriented software development

1 Introduction

In the domain of Web geographical information systems
(Web-GIS), spatial information is constantly added and
updated (even by final users). Additionally, new require-
ments, involving spatial functionality, emerge constantly and
some of them are volatile, that is, they are only temporarily
required. For example, some features are tested with users
and eventually eliminated if they prove not to be frequently
used. As a consequence, design tends to be more complex.
An interesting example of this case is shown in Fig. 1 where
we can see “Additional Information” to a photograph of Lis-
bon, on a Flickr home page.1 This information, highlighted
with a box in the page, shows the place where the picture
was taken. (Geo-referencing of photos was originally added
by users using GreaseMonkey2 technology and later Flickr
started to provide it as well.)

Adding new requirements into an application often
becomes a hard task to the development team, especially

1 http://www.flickr.com/.
2 https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/748.
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when these new requirements introduce scattered and tan-
gled code into the application, compromising the quality of
the system’s modularity. This results in an increased diffi-
culty in software maintenance, evolution, and adaptability. A
reasonable way to deal with this issue is to encapsulate scat-
tered and tangled behaviors in separate modules using aspect-
oriented techniques [15]. Hence, we use aspect-orientation to
modularize tangled and scattered behaviors—that is, cross-
cutting concerns —in Web-GIS. Crosscutting concerns are
later composed, or weaved, in different points, or joinpoints,
of the same or other applications.

This paper focuses on spatial concerns, which are inher-
ently crosscutting and volatile. To deal with crosscutting con-
cerns, we will, therefore, use aspect-orientation, providing a
better modularization mechanism to specify spatial concerns.

Typical crosscutting concerns arise when dealing with
spatial data in Web software (e.g., the user’s location). The
market increasing interest in mobile technology, associated
with the need to improve applications that are able to con-
sider the user’s real position, becomes stronger every day.
Web-GIS applications tend to be complex as they combine
the volatile nature of Web software with the inherent com-
plexity of dealing with spatial data. Moreover, from a soft-
ware engineering perspective, location-aware behavior, typ-
ical of Web-GIS, usually cuts across other application con-
cerns, since this type of behavior is likely to have an impact
across different application features [9,28].

We aim to analyze how geographic requirements may
interfere in the design of Web applications [33]. More specif-
ically, our goal is twofold: (i) to develop a characterization
of these application functionalities that may be affected by
geographic crosscutting requirements and (ii) propose an
aspect-oriented approach to handle them, improving mod-
ularization.

The approach proposed here is based on aspect-orientation
and uses modeling aspects using a transformation approach
(MATA) [40] to specify aspects. We will demonstrate how
spatial behavior can be isolated from other concerns to
improve modularity in our application domain and, after hav-
ing them modularized, how volatility is controlled in the com-
position phase by plugging and unplugging concerns. This
work builds on initial ideas presented in a previous paper [31].
Here we explore those ideas further and propose solutions to
contemplate aspect interaction of spatial concerns.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents a motivating example. Section 3 describes
some background of our work. Section 4 introduces poten-
tially reusable spatial concerns in Web applications, creat-
ing a catalogue described in a pattern-like style. Section 5
presents our approach and Sect. 6 applies it to a running
example, discussing the results obtained. Section 7 discusses
how an abstract and system-independent knowledge base can
be built for Web-GIS. Section 8 discusses advantages gained

Fig. 1 Flickr page for a photograph with Outdoor map information

with the separation of GIS concerns from modeling to imple-
mentation and Sect. 9 presents related work. Finally, Sect. 10
draws some conclusions and describes future work.

2 Motivating example

A typical new requirement that may be added to a Web-GIS
application is the “indoor representation”. Figure 2 shows a
Web application for a shopping centre3 that provides Indoor
Map support for presenting store locations. The application
offers a “search function” to provide information about stores
such as their address and their location inside the shopping
centre (indoor position)—using the map pointed with an
ellipse. An Outdoor Map is also shown, indicating the loca-
tion of the shopping centre in a global map. Both examples
in Figs. 1 and 2 reveal how the same GIS requirements may
be present in applications of different nature, contemplating
many occurrences during one execution of the same applica-
tion.

The inclusion of the new requirement “indoor represen-
tation” creates scattered and tangled concerns in the appli-
cation among its core, or base, concerns. To make matters
more difficult, adding other concerns increases the applica-
tion complexity compromising its maintenance. (Section 5
describes how to deal with these new requirements in more
detail and Sect. 6 illustrates some examples.)

Figure 3 illustrates how the introduction of new require-
ments might impact the application’s structure. This figure
shows a UML sequence diagram for “Show Store”. This is
taken from the Web-GIS application Maps@Web [12]. It
contains tangled behavior as a consequence of composing
several GIS concerns such as indoor representation, location
sensing and points of interest. We can see that the behavior of
each requirement is scattered along the sequence diagram and

3 http://www.colombo.pt/.
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Fig. 2 A shopping portal with Indoor and Outdoor map support

tangled with other behavior, characterizing crosscutting situ-
ations. For example, location-aware crosscuts indoor and out-
door representations, due to the current user position, which
can be either in a global map or in a specific building.

3 Background

Modeling of Web-GIS generally involves the identification
of requirements and system functionalities. It is of major
importance to consider the modularization of crosscutting
concerns in these applications, as it can be seen in [26,42].

In this context, aspects were introduced to modular-
ize crosscutting concerns, which could not be modularized
using object-orientation [25]. Thus, crosscutting concerns
are spread, or cut across, other concerns, creating tangled
and scattered representations of the program that are diffi-
cult to understand and maintain [35]. Aspect-oriented soft-
ware development (AOSD) [15] appeared to handle crosscut-
ting concerns in all stages of the software lifecycle. Aspects
appeared first at the programming level, with AspectJ pro-
gramming language [4], an aspect-oriented extension of Java.
The main concepts included in AOSD are aspects, joinpoints,
pointcuts and advices. A joinpoint specifies a well-defined
point in the execution of the base program that will be affected
by an aspect, such as a method call, an access to a variable,
etc. A pointcut specifies a set of joinpoints and data associ-
ated to them. An advice defines code that can be executed
when a joinpoint is reached in the program execution.

Currently aspects are used across the whole lifecycle. In
particular, several aspect-oriented requirements engineering

Fig. 3 Sequence diagram with tangled behavior due to crosscutting
concerns

approaches have been proposed, such as [7,27,35], AORE
with use cases [21,22], Theme [5] and MATA [40]. Only
MATA is described here, given both its high expressive-
ness [41] to model and compose crosscutting behavior,
and because it uses graph rules which allow more com-
position possibilities and the identification of some aspect
interactions.

3.1 MATA

The MATA aspect-oriented modeling tool is based on UML,
allowing aspects composition using class diagrams, sequence
diagrams and state diagrams. Here we focus on MATA to
model aspectual scenarios by using and adapting sequence
diagrams. To specify aspectual scenarios, three new stereo-
types where created to define composition rules:

• �create� which states that the element will be created
in the base scenario

• �delete� which states that the element will be deleted
of the base scenario

• �context� which states that the element will not be
affected by the other two stereotypes.
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Variables in MATA are prefixed by a vertical bar “|”,
meaning that “|X” will match any model element with the
same type of X.

After specifying both kinds of scenarios, base and aspec-
tual, a pattern matching is made between them. This means
that the MATA tool tries to establish a connection between
elements of each scenario, always respecting the composi-
tion rules defined in the aspectual scenario. The resulting
composed scenario describes the behavior of both scenarios,
according to the rules defined. MATA allows more composi-
tion combinations than other existing aspect-oriented mod-
eling tools [11] and also the identification of some aspect
interactions.

Figure 4 shows an example of a MATA rule defined in the
sequence diagrams context. R1 specifies that the aspectual
behavior consists of an interaction between two objects that
must be instantiated to two objects in the base. The rule says
that the fragment par (that specifies parallelism) and mes-
sages r and s in one of the sections of the fragment are created,
i.e., they define the aspectual behavior that must be inserted
in the base. However, since p is defined as “�context�”, it
must be matched against a message with the same name in
the base. The resulting composed model when applying R1
is shown on the top right-hand corner of the figure. Note that
since q and b are not part of the rule they come after the par
fragment.

The starting point of the approach introduced in this paper
is the identification and specification of crosscutting con-
cerns, which is followed by their composition using the
MATA language and sequence diagrams.

4 Spatial concerns in Web applications

We consider a spatial concern as a special kind of software
concern that refers to the set of requirements that deal with
geographical features of an application, such as locations,
maps and routing algorithms.

Geographical information is characterized by having spa-
tial attributes, like a geographical position, which may be
global (e.g., locations captured by a GPS) or local (e.g., inside
a building). For this analysis, we assume the availability of

typical and basic geographical resources [3,26] such as maps,
graphs, layers, etc., provided and managed by an open source
geographical server such as OpenStreetMap [32]. Instead of
focusing on individual geographic requirements, we group
them in sets of related requirements dealing with the same
matter of interest that as mentioned before are called spatial
concerns.

4.1 Typical spatial concerns

This section characterizes the most common types of spatial
concerns. For each type we provide guidelines to facilitate
their identification and simplify their realization in Web soft-
ware. As shown later in Sect. 5, we propose that these con-
cerns be used as patterns, for achieving modularized design
solutions through the reuse of their specification and imple-
mentation recommendations.

We classify spatial concerns by focusing on the kind of
impact they have on the underlying application. To improve
understanding we will focus on the type of applications
described in Sect. 1, though most of the discussion can be
applied to a broader range of applications. For each type of
spatial concern we present a template composed of five fields:
name, description and example, impact and recommended
solution. The meaning of each field will become evident in
the text.

4.1.1 Spatial business object

Description and example
This kind of concern is commonly faced when enhanc-

ing applications adding some sense of location to business
objects, as well as the corresponding spatial functionality to
manipulate this location. For instance, a bus service man-
agement system can be improved by providing real-time bus
locations, offering more precise and timely information to
managers and passengers. This requires adding location and
estimated arrival time to the original bus stop map.
Impact

This problem involves the introduction of spatial oper-
ations (to compute distances) and location information to

Fig. 4 An example for a MATA rule
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Fig. 5 a Simple Web
application with road
information. b After adding
support to associate and play
videos

describe the object’s spatial features. The latter may consist
in enriching the object with latitude and longitude variables
or with a variable pointing to a full-fledged location entity. In
the example of the Bus object that becomes location-aware,
we might have tangling code because new presentation logic
is demanded for adding a map to the bus information view
(and the same happens in every similar example). Addition-
ally, to the operation that returns the current bus position, new
business logic may be appended to compute the arrival time
to a given bus stop. Moreover, if we have several location-
aware objects, such as ferries or taxies, the code for support-
ing this functionality becomes scattered. The introduction of
location-aware requirements also demands new user inter-
face widgets for presenting the location information in a map.
Recommended solution

Location information enriches an application object either
by making available latitude and longitude variables or by
adding a reference to a more complex entity representing
location data. There are two possible solutions:

• Decorating the domain object: using the decorator pattern
[16], the domain object can be extended with either the
pair of variables or the reference to a “Location”. This
will demand creating a new object class that wraps the
original target domain object.

• Introducing variables into the domain object: using
aspect-oriented techniques [15], the domain object is
extended by means of an aspect that introduces the vari-
ables or the Location entity in the class. The aspect reg-
isters the variables or the references extending the class,
by means of a weaving process.

Both alternatives provide a non-intrusive solution because
none of them demands any change on the original domain
object.

4.1.2 Rich spatial data

Description and example
This concern category describes a usual situation that

requires enriching a geographical object with new object

information regarding to non-spatial characteristics and pro-
vide ways to manipulate such information. A typical example
of this type of concern arises when adding videos to a specific
location on a map. Figure 5a shows a simple Web application
(in this case based on Google Maps) in which a new set of
requirements to support the association of videos to spatial
positions, their display, edition, etc., is added (Fig. 5b).
Impact

Already defined data structures must be modified or new
ones may need to be created to support this new kind of
functionality. Additionally, the application’s linking struc-
ture may be modified. Finally presentation issues must be
adjusted (e.g., by introducing rich interaction support). We
might also experience tangling when including the logic that
enables the handling (adding or removing) of movies for spe-
cific locations.
Recommended solution

Enriching a geographic object implies augmenting the
object with either a variable referencing the new descriptive
information, or with methods (setter and getters for variables)
implemented simply using a Decorator object or aspect intro-
duction techniques. The former defines an object that wraps
the original one, with the new characteristics and delegating
method invocation to the target object. The latter introduces
variables and methods for referencing the new descriptive
information by using the “introduction” feature provided by
aspect engines.

4.1.3 Spatially constrained behavior

Description and example
This situation arises when we need to change or modify the

behavior of an object according to its actual geographic loca-
tion. For example, in a real estate agency, different houses are
shown in a city map (the houses are business objects enriched
with spatial information). As customers get interested in the
taxes to be paid when owning the house, the agency must
add a new behavior that computes the tax according to the
geographical area where the house is located. The situation
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might get more complicated if some tax is only applied dur-
ing a certain period of time (e.g., as a consequence of an
unusual meteorological event).
Impact

The introduction of new (geographically constrained)
business logic may either involve a complete set of meth-
ods or enhance already defined ones. These changes may
generate tangled code, when combined with existing algo-
rithms, such as other taxes, and may generate scattered code,
when the same logic is introduced within different object
types. For example, when a zone suffers an inundation, the
government may promote a tax reduction policy for those
fields and buildings affected by the catastrophe. The behav-
ior for computing the tax may be scattered in those objects
responsible for tax computation. In an object-oriented model,
the Field and Building objects could be responsible for their
own tax computation. Alternatively we could delegate the
computation to strategy objects but we would still have a
conditional statement on location variables to configure the
strategy.
Recommended solution

Any interception technique such as Wrapper objects
or aspect-based interception (using pointcuts) allows deal-
ing with this kind of improvement. Using aspects offers
more flexibility, since they can provide pre-invocation, post-
invocation and in-invocation enrichments, using the corre-
sponding before, after, and around pointcuts. A Wrapper can
be used for intercepting a method call and enrich or override
the expected functionality.

4.1.4 Map adjustments

Description and example
This kind of spatial concerns is used for extending or

restricting the available spatial business objects according to
the application’s constraints. The spatial data available in a
Web application may be restricted or extended according to a
specific concern, which may imply that certain parts of a map
are unavailable or are useless for specific operations or ser-
vices. These types of extensions or restrictions may be tem-
poral or permanent. When geographic objects un/availability
is temporal, status calculation can be done in real-time and
may require collaboration with other artifacts, components,
or external systems. This type of concern may arise in (at
least) two different ways: augmentation and restriction of
the available geographical data. Next we present different
examples of each kind.
Augmentation In Portugal, the Tejo River separates the coun-
try’s Capital, Lisbon, from the Almada town, where the
FCT campus of Universidade Nova de Lisboa is located.
To go from Lisbon to the FCT campus using public trans-
port, we may use the ferry line. However, if the ferry

trajectory is not included in the map we will not be able
to find a path including it and thus a longer path will
be provided. More volatile requirements may arise when
roads are available only for a limited period of time (during
sports events, for example), such as the case of some of the
Paris Dakar rally roads—probably not available before—the
Lisbon marathon—overriding roads direction in the marathon
time, etc.
Restriction Disabling parts of a map temporarily for path
searching is quite common when there are streets under
repair, public demonstrations, or events that make roads
unavailable. These kinds of restrictions can also be applied to
indoor representation, e.g., having a lift unavailable, blocked
areas of a building, etc.
Impact

A concrete and very direct impact arises in algorithms that
manipulate spatial data; specifically, the respective require-
ments lead to changes in path-finding features. For example,
in the case of adding new transport services, computing node
adjacencies (segments in a graph) should change, since new
edges, such as public transportation and highways, must be
taken into consideration. This introduces scattered and tan-
gling code at each place where a node is asked for its adja-
cencies, because each search algorithm defined in the appli-
cation is affected by the requirement. In the case of blocked
or unavailable streets, the graph is modified, by removing
the corresponding edges. Applying graph changes directly
to the corresponding database may be unmanageable when
the nature of changes is volatile. For example, the responsi-
bility for determining whether a given street segment must
be pruned or not can be delegated to a third-party service
provided by the highway administration. In this case, it is
unreasonable to modify the database because the informa-
tion is volatile and only available on demand.

In both cases, the corresponding presentation layer must
be modified to show new or blocked streets information. This
is important because the user must be aware that the route is
different from the normal route and must realize that there is
no bug in the results.
Recommended solution

Usually, nodes of a layer are resolved by means of a data
access object (DAO) [1] or service when invoking a given
method. Therefore, the augmentation or reduction of this
working set of nodes must be executed when the solution
method is called. Following the ideas presented in the solu-
tion for “Map Adjustments”, by means of Wrappers or Inter-
cepting aspects, we can process a posteriori a given method
call to expand or reduce the returned set of available nodes.
That is, when adding a new layer such as ferry line, the DAO
method that resolves nodes can be intercepted in order to
append the ferry line nodes to the corresponding method
invocation result.
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4.1.5 Temporal spatial objects

Description and example
A specific case of “Map Adjustments” that is worth to

be treated separately occurs when geographical objects can
be temporally constrained. For example, the road network
may change several times during the day, e.g., some streets
become available or unavailable according to the time or the
day of the week.
Impact

This kind of requirement may generate tangled code in
all spatial object types, which are subject to temporal restric-
tions, for adding the needed structures that describe both the
temporal availability and temporal information management
functions.

It also generates tangling code at any place where the
object’s collaboration is demanded, e.g., any spatial data
resolver object which is responsible for loading objects from
the proper repository, will be tangled with the necessary tem-
poral checks to resolve/identify the objects which should be
available in the specific contextual period of time.
Recommended solution

Since this is a special case of “Map Adjustments”, the
same solution can be applied. By intercepting method calls or
decorating methods, the logic that restricts the object behav-
ior based on a timetable can be appended to the base object
behavior. The timetable may define periods of time where
the object is available.

4.1.6 Personalized geographical objects

Description and example
Concerns of this sort help changing the availability of geo-

graphical objects according to the user’s profile. Web applica-
tions may change its behavior depending on the user’s profile,
for improving the user experience. This may imply changes
in the data sets’ availability conditions, as described in “Map
Adjustments”.

For example, depending on the current user’s means of
transport, a path finding algorithm can calculate the best route
in different ways. For example, using a bike as transportation
excludes highways or bus lanes. A similar example occurs
when we plan a route for disabled people where stairs must
be skipped for indoor and outdoor routes.
Impact

Again, this kind of requirement generates tangled code
in path-finding algorithms, since some street segments may
be inadequate for the user’s current means of transport. For
instance, a truck may not be allowed downtown during work-
ing hours. Additionally, tangling may also occur in other
application components, such as the presentation compo-
nents (e.g., to explicitly symbolize pedestrian or cycle lanes
which cannot be used by trucks).

Recommended solution
Wrapping the algorithms with decorators as in “spatially

constrained behavior” or with an aspect-oriented technique
by weaving the adaptation code transparently can trigger
profile-based adaptation. Additionally, the interface has to
be modified to incorporate the new variants.

4.1.7 Geographic interfaces

Description and example
When a spatial concern arises, it usually introduces

changes in conceptual models requiring modify or upgrade
the user interface of geographic objects in order to reflect
such changes. Though not strictly a spatial concern, it is clear
that most of the previously cited examples might introduce
changes in the application’s user interface, specifically in the
geographic objects (e.g., maps). Adding temporal availabil-
ity to spatial objects (“Temporal Spatial Objects”) or adjust-
ing the spatial dataset availability (“Map Adjustments”) are
changes related to spatial objects’ behavior. However, as pre-
viously mentioned, a lack of a suitable presentation may pro-
duce a misleading perception of the application functionality.
For example, if blocked streets are taken into account in a path
search, they must be appropriately visualized in the map (for
instance using a standard red color).
Impact

The presentation layer needs to be improved in order
to provide a proper presentation for spatial concerns such
as: map widgets when enabling spatial behavior to busi-
ness objects (“Spatial Business Object”); labels and point-
ers over map widgets when adding temporal availability to
spatial objects (“Temporal Spatial Objects”) that notify to
users reasons of objects unavailability and labeling avail-
ability and criteria constraints on the relevant spatial dataset
(“Map Adjustments”).
Recommended solution

Since Web application interfaces can be developed using
different approaches such as declarative (HTML) or pro-
grammatically defined [13,18], the solution depends on this
choice. In the former case, using XSLT transformations,
we can modify the HTML document model for including
markups or Javascript code. In the latter, using a Decora-
tor object will help to wrap and enhance a programmatically
defined interface. Later on, we present an example that uses
interface transformations for solving this change.

4.2 Discussion

The previous classification covers an exhaustive set of com-
mon types of concerns related with geographic information
in the context of Web software. The conclusions we can draw
are that:
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• most concerns, if not all, introduce code tangling or scat-
tering in other concerns. We can go further in this analy-
sis to see that some specific concerns are more affected
than others (e.g., path finding and manipulation). Conse-
quently, if we want to avoid the well-known problems that
arise when dealing with tangled or scattered code [15], a
good alternative is to use a modularization mechanism to
allow us to keep these concerns separated, and treat them
independently during the development process;

• as it was shown in the examples, Map Adjustments also
appears to be a volatile concern, thus complicating future
maintenance, but can also treated using AOSD mecha-
nisms.

4.3 Identifying spatial concerns

This sub-section outlines an informal strategy to identify spa-
tial concerns in Web applications. Their identification and
isolation will improve the level of modularity of the applica-
tion reducing other concerns’ complexity; therefore making
the whole system easier to maintain. We propose an incre-
mental process for identifying spatial concerns by evaluating
the following questions:

(a) Does a business object need to be geographically located
(Sect. 4.1.1: Spatial Business Object)? This can be
accomplished by associating the attributes “latitude”,
“longitude” and “altitude” to the business objects, or else
be achieved by some automatic process of geo-coding.
Additionally, the objects considered in the application
should include spatial behavior. This involves the use of
the objects’ locations to tailor behavior that will enrich
the logic of both the objects and the application as a
whole.

(b) Is any business object being enriched with additional
information (Sect. 4.1.2: Rich spatial data)? This involves
connecting several types of information to geo-referenced
business objects, considered relevant in the context of the
application. This type of concern can only be identified
if step (a) has already been completed.

(c) Does any business object behavior suffer customizations
based on its spatial contexts (Sect. 4.1.3: Spatially Con-
strained Behavior)? This involves identifying and asso-
ciating specific behavior to objects, depending on where
they are located. This concern can only be identified if
(a) has already been completed.

(d) Are spatial objects being enabled and disabled affect-
ing its availability (Sect. 4.1.4)? This involves altering
the relevance of geo-referenced business objects pertain-
ing to the spatial dataset currently in use, and executing
these alterations during the execution of spatially enabled
algorithms. This concern can only be identified if (a) has
been completed already. Moreover, it may be refined if

Fig. 6 Relationships among spatial concerns

the changes in the available spatial data are the result of
restrictions, temporal or others (Sect. 4.1.5).

(e) Are spatial object taking into account the user0s role for
customizing its behavior (Sect. 4.1.6)? This involves the
need to categorize users in the application’s context. The
identification of different types of users may generate
differences in terms of the relevance of spatial data and
behavior, towards these users. Any of the spatial concerns
identified previously may be affected by profiling.

(f) Are spatial objects or related information being presented
to users (in GUI, reports, etc.) (Sect. 4.1.7)? This involves
the spatial presentation of information and behavior con-
templated by the application and the objects involved in
it. In this context, this concern interacts with all the spa-
tial concerns previously defined (from (a) to (e)).

Figure 6 shows how the different characterizations descri-
bed in the previous questions are related using binary
relationships. To qualify these relationships, a set of stereo-
types was defined. The possible stereotypes are�Demands�,
�Extends� and �Enforces�. First, �Demands� descri-
bes a dependency restriction that requires the presence of the
target characterization when the source is detected. For exam-
ple, when the enrichment of an object behavior is intended
through the specification of its location, the location features
required by the enrichment logic must be provided. Secondly,
�Extends� indicates a specialization for a given characteri-
zation. That is, adding temporal availability to spatial objects
corresponds to a special case of adjusting the spatial dataset’s
availability because it restricts the available data according
to a timetable. Finally, �Enforces� indicates that a given
characterization triggers the target characterization.
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In the following section, we present an aspect-oriented
approach that takes into account the characterizations pre-
sented, covering from requirements modeling to implemen-
tation. The approach helps to design solutions for the kind
of requirements presented so far. Our approach aims at pro-
viding a conceptual tool for an early detection of crosscut-
ting spatial concerns, detecting tangling and scattering, and
providing better solutions by isolating these concerns as
separate components. Thus, we seek to improve the level
of modularization offered by traditional object-oriented and
component-oriented approaches. To facilitate comprehen-
sion, we start with some background on aspect-orientation.

5 Modeling spatial concerns with aspects

So far, we have identified and characterized the most com-
mon GIS concerns describing their typical features. Next, we
present an approach to analyze, design and implement GIS
concerns.

Figure 7 defines a process for modeling spatial concerns
using aspects in Web-GIS applications. The process consists
of four general activities: identification, specification, com-
position and implementation. In the context of this paper,
we will refine each of these activities to scenario modeling,
where use cases and sequence diagrams are the techniques
used.

The first activity, identification of use cases and cross-
cutting relationships, identifies the use cases and represents
the relations among crosscutting use cases using the stereo-
types �include� and �extend�. That is, a use case that is
included in several use cases or a use case that extends sev-
eral ones is considered crosscutting. In addition, we adopt the
stereotype �invokes� [36] to be used when a use case acti-
vates one or more use cases. Although some works do not rec-
ommend describing dependencies between use cases, such as
[24], we believe that pointing out use case relationships helps
detecting crosscutting concerns, as it will be described next in
the Use Case Refinement. The strategy discussed in Sect. 4.3
may be used to help identifying use case relationships.

Our use case diagram is complemented with a crosscutting
matrix that is used to detect possible crosscutting behavior
between the use cases. Also, a “concern catalogue” can be
used to contribute:

• to identify already recognized crosscutting concerns, but
also contributions, or dependencies, between them and,

• to give feedback to logged concerns, enriching the con-
cern information as well as its known-issues learned from
experience.

The second activity, use case refinement and aspect mod-
eling, refines the use cases adding more detailed information

Fig. 7 Modeling GIS concerns with aspects

and designs the crosscutting behavior between concerns tak-
ing into account the crosscutting matrix. The first task is to
design the non-aspectual use cases (called base use cases)
using UML sequence diagrams (that describe base scenar-
ios). The second step comprises the modeling of aspectual use
cases using UML sequence diagrams enhanced with MATA
graph rules (i.e., aspectual scenarios). When a concern stored
in the catalogue is recognized and selected for instantiation
in the identification step, its consolidated models are reused
profiting from full-fledged concerns.

From the relationships detected in the crosscutting matrix,
we must identify the interaction and possible conflicts among
aspects giving as result a consistent set of joinpoints. The
aspects coexistence can lead to incorrect results when the
aspects are composed. That is, an aspect may conflict with
another; some of such information can also be taken from
reusable catalogues. This occurs when an aspect changes
models in such a way that it prevents the application of
another aspect. Jayaraman et al. [23] propose an approach
that can be used for detecting this situation where, by means
of a critical pair analysis [20] of MATA models, some aspect
conflicts can be identified. If required, other aspect conflicts
may be identified and solved using the AORA conflict reso-
lution tool [8].

In the best cases, establishing an order in which aspects
are applied respecting their dependencies is enough. In the
worst cases, a rethinking of which aspects should be applied
or remodelled is required [8,29].

The composition task composes the aspectual scenarios
with the base scenarios using the MATA language. The com-
position activity shows that the crosscutting concerns can
be isolated in aspects and then composed into one or more
base scenarios, without changing the application execution.
By isolating the crosscutting concerns, we promote modular-
ization, reuse, and the evolution capabilities of the applica-
tion. Resulting models have tangled and scattered behavior
because the base and aspectual scenarios were woven. During
composition, new interactions and conflicts can be identified.
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These should be used to refine and improve the information
already contained in the catalogue.

Once the concern has been composed and validated for
consistency, the last activity, development, starts. It consists
on implementing both base scenarios for core concerns and
aspectual scenarios for GIS concerns as independent mod-
ules. Finally, the two modules—core and GIS—are com-
posed by a weaving engine, producing a final application
that serves features of both concerns. In Sect. 10 we discuss
some technological challenges.

So far we addressed a design where the base application
concerns are oblivious with respect to candidate aspects and
MATA properties have been introduced seamlessly in the
approach.

Composition plays a primary role when a new requirement
is needed in the application. For example, in a GIS applica-
tion, a street segment may be blocked while a maintenance
task is carried out, excluding the compromised segment in
path-finding algorithm execution. This kind of unforeseen
concern is handled using the composition step to handle
its activation and deactivation: crosscutting relationships are
specified using a crosscutting matrix. The solution is mod-
eled using the MATA tool and composition is applied as
required. Given that core concerns are oblivious with respect
to the new unexpected GIS concern, this is easily introduced
and removed from the application in the composition phase
depending on the events that defines the volatile concern life-
cycle.

In summary, let us stress a little more the creation of a
catalog of GIS crosscutting concerns as a reuse mechanism.
Once a crosscutting concern is identified, analyzed, and mod-
eled, it is introduced into the catalogue for later instantiation.
The catalogue will store, additionally to the models, concern
usage information such as impact and results. Each time a
concern is instantiated, it can suffer small refinements from
user feedback, which will improve its representation and fur-
ther re-use.

6 Case study

Let us illustrate our approach using the GIS Web application
Maps@Web, aiming at helping users in their daily activities.
This Web application provides a set of varied location-based
services, including services related with cinemas, hotels, uni-
versities or police stations. For instance, if the user wants to
go to the university, to the cinema and to the supermarket,
all in the same evening, this application will calculate an
appropriate path to visit all these places.

To better demonstrate the contributions of our approach,
let us add the new requirement “Indoor Representation”. This
requirement changes the user’s application context, taking
him to an indoor representation of space when the building

Fig. 8 Partial use case diagram for “Show Service”. Use cases are
enhanced with possible crosscutting concerns

Table 1 Relating crosscutting concerns with use cases

Use cases CC concerns

Change scale Context switch

Manage applications

Create/edit main service X X

Manage service net X X

Search by service/address X X

Registration

Edit profile

Edit favourite places X X

Edit favourite categories

Show suggestions X X

fits the whole map view. Next we show how to apply the three
activities in our approach.

6.1 Identification of use cases and crosscutting relationships

Figure 8 shows a partial use case diagram, with the use
case “Show Service” and the crosscutting concerns “Change
Scale” and “Context Switch”.

With the introduction of the “Indoor Representation”
requirement, we now have two kinds of maps, Indoor Map
and Outdoor Map. In this example, when the user starts
using the application, an outdoor representation of the ser-
vice location is shown, additionally exhibiting specific icons
for points of interest. That is why the use case “Show Ser-
vice” is connected with the concern “View Outdoor Map”,
with an �include� relationship. This last concern will be
extended with “Change Scale” every time the map tool bar is
changed. When the scale reaches the maximum zoom avail-
able, there will be a switch in the user’s application con-
text which enforces a swap between the outdoor and indoor
views of the currently displayed location. We represent this
relationship between “Change Scale” and “Context Switch”
with an �<extend� stereotype. When the scale reaches the
maximum and the context changes, the “View Indoor Map”
is invoked.

Table 1 illustrates the crosscutting behavior between the
requirements in the GIS concerns and other application
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Fig. 9 Base scenario “Show service”

concerns, described by the corresponding use cases. As we
can see, “Change Scale” and “Context Switch” are crosscut-
ting concerns and they crosscut the same use cases; this may
indicate that there is some interaction between them. This
interaction will be solved later in this section.

6.2 Use case refinement and aspect modelling

The second activity of the approach specifies the base scenar-
ios (Fig. 9) and the crosscutting concerns with sequence dia-
grams (Figs. 10, 11). Figure 9 illustrates the use case “Show
Suggestion” from our example.

Figure 10 shows the crosscutting concern “Change Scale”
represented with a MATA sequence diagram. The first mes-
sage in this sequence diagram matches with the same one
in the base scenario (“viewSuggestions(...)”), which is indi-
cated by the �context� stereotype. Since changing scale
is optional, it is represented with the “opt” fragment. Every
message inside this fragment will be created in the base sce-
nario, as is identified by the �create� stereotype.

Figure 11 shows the crosscutting concern “Context
Switch” that will be activated by the concern “Change Scale”.
The first message of the sequence diagram in Fig. 11 matches
the equivalent one in the base scenario. In this particular case,
the base scenario is the aspect “Change Scale”.

This sequence diagram shows that every time the user
performs a change in the scale, the system will verify if a
change in the spatial context is required. If this change is
needed, the system accesses the information about the new
context (in this case it is the indoor location). The “any”
fragment allows the base scenario to continue its behavior,
with a sequence of messages. At this point of the example, it
is clear the interaction between “Change Scale” and “Context
Switch”. There are two indicating factors that point to this
situation. First, in Table 1, these two aspects crosscut the
same use cases. Second, the pattern matching of “Context
Switch” will be made with another aspect, “Change Scale”.

Fig. 10 Aspectual scenario “Change Scale”

Table 2 Aspect dependencies

Context switch Change scale

Context switch Requires
Change scale Provokes

The relationships between these two aspects are shown in
Table 2.

As the relationships in Table 2 indicate, for a spatial con-
text switch, a change in scale is required, which is triggered
by the user. Moreover, the use of the maximum zoom level
will lead to a change in the user’s spatial context. As we
can see in this particular example, the relationships between
aspects are simple, which means that it is enough to establish
an order, taking into account their dependencies, in which
aspects can be composed: “Change Scale before Context
Switch”.

6.3 Composition

This activity composes the aspectual scenarios with the
base scenarios. Figure 12 depicts the base scenario “Show
Suggestion” depicted in Fig. 9, composed with the aspectual
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Fig. 11 Aspectual scenario “Context Switch”

scenarios “Change Scale” depicted in Fig. 10, and “Con-
text Switch” depicted in Fig. 11. This composition is accom-
plished while respecting the MATA rules, defined as pat-
terns in the aspectual scenarios and then, doing the pattern
matching with the base scenario. As it can be seen in Fig. 9,
the first message (“viewSuggestion”) matches the first mes-
sage of the diagram in Fig. 10. This matching represents a
joinpoint where the aspectual scenario, in this case “Change
Scale”, will be inserted in the base scenario. The next pat-
tern matching will be accomplished between the second mes-
sage in Fig. 10 and the first message in Fig. 11. This means
that the behaviour from aspectual scenario “Context Switch”
is added to the composed scenario. The fragment “any” at
the bottom of the aspectual scenario “Context Switch” will
be matched with the rest of the aspectual scenario “Change
Scale”. Therefore, the matched fragment will be inserted in
the composed scenario.

7 Building a knowledge base

So far we have characterized, analyzed and designed GIS
crosscutting concerns promoting solutions that are char-
acterized mainly by a weak coupling between resulting
components, allowing a high level of reuse. Indeed, solutions
must be both seamless, avoiding coupling between compo-
nents and easing composition, and oblivious to the core con-
cerns, removing any impact of new concerns introduction
given that concerns are not aware to each other.

This was the drive to propose a reuse mechanism based
on a catalogue of GIS concerns, defined in a very abstract
and system-independent fashion. This catalogue should be
used to help eliciting the problem domain concerns. The idea
is to use these documented concerns when organizing the
system space requirements (where the application domain
is described), so that concerns of the problem domain are
identified.

The knowledge base differs from GIS concern character-
ization (Sect. 4) in that the characterization helps detecting
GIS concerns from an abstract point of view without address-
ing the underplaying application architecture and therefore
its design. On the other hand, the knowledge base helps stor-
ing already designed concerns and any experience of its appli-
cation, such as lessons learned.

The catalogue is fed with concerns as they are analyzed
and designed by system architects. Nonetheless, these con-
cerns are not static and can evolve as long as they are instan-
tiated and reused in other applications being improved and, if
required, modified, with usage feedback. Documented con-
cerns are described with MATA models, which are used when
this is recognized in the system space. These models are sup-
posed to be refined as they are applied in different systems.

Each GIS concern can be documented using a simple tem-
plate composed of the following five fields:

1. Name a short name describing the concern
2. Description a brief description of the concern;
3. Requirements concern’s requirements must be clearly

described for an appropriated understanding of current
concern;

4. Solutions an explanation of how to solve the prob-
lem using the described aspect-oriented approach. Here
the solution is documented using UML use cases and
sequence diagrams combined with the MATA tool as it
was explained in Sect. 5 and exemplified in Sect. 6.

5. Experience a brief description about the instantiation
context in which this concern has been introduced. At
least the application that initially required the GIS con-
cern.

Furthermore, known issues and consequences items can
aggregate value to the catalogue. The former will describe
those exceptions and limitations in the appliance of the con-
cern, while the latter will describe the impact in the target
application.

7.1 Example

To illustrate the use of the catalogue, we next describe a
concern, comprising a set of requirements, which enables
the attachment of descriptive information to a location aware
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Fig. 12 Composed scenario

business object, such as a “Point Of Sales” or a “Hotel”. A
catalogue entry for this concern will look as the following:

• Name comment support
• Description a business object with spatial capabilities

must be enriched with user comments information (the
name of a place for example). It is commonly required
to add new information to this data (e.g., to add a place
description in a map).

• Requirements requirements for this concern are:

Users can add comments to spatial object for sharing
knowledge.
Users need map-editing facilities for adding com-
ments.
Comments must be presented in a suitable fashion
over the map.

• Solution The solution for this concern covers two models:
class diagram and sequence diagram. Figure 13 shows
a class diagram which introduces a relationship named
“comments” that has, as source, any spatial object

Fig. 13 MATA models for adding comments to business objects

(object which is aware of its position) and, as target, a
“Comment” class, holding a simple text variable. After
applying the MATA composition process (described in
Sect. 3.1) to the base business model with the MATA
specification for the Comment concern, spatial business
objects will contain a variable for a collection of Com-
ments.

To satisfy the user interface requirements, Fig. 14 presents
a sequence diagram that decorates the visualization of
Maps with the logic for rendering comments. That is,
the diagram introduces a lookup sequence for determining
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Fig. 14 Sequence diagram for presenting comments

Fig. 15 Comment concern example

registered comment for business elements placed into the
current map’s view, and a rendering sequence for drawing
resolved comments.

• Experience This simple, but useful, aspect has been intro-
duced successfully in applications, such as Google maps.
The result was an improved user experience of the appli-
cation, which follows a knowledge sharing alignment of

Web 2.0 applications. Figure 15 shows the usage of the
Comment concern.

8 Discussion

8.1 Modelling

The identification of crosscutting concerns during the early
stages of the software development process has proved to be
effective for improving modularization and thus increasing
the localization software engineering principle, which facil-
itates maintenance of software applications. For example,
we were able to modularize the concerns Context Switch,
Change Scale, Comment support, which, otherwise, would
be scattered in an object-oriented model, for example. Using
the approach, these concerns were designed in an isolated
fashion avoiding core concern being aware of them, sim-
plifying the concern maintenance and reducing the system
complexity.

In the context of Web-GIS applications, by identifying
and characterizing spatial concerns early, according to their
crosscutting nature (e.g. introducing scattered and tangled
code into application’s core concerns), we not only help
improve spatial components’ modularity but also improve
their reuse. The catalogue of GIS concerns is the knowledge
base where concern’s information is stored. As it was shown
in the example of Sect. 7, the “Comment support” concern
can be instantiated in any application where, at least, one of
its business objects matches the proposed MATA rule, that is,
any application that has business objects with spatial infor-
mation (latitude and longitude).

In this environment, the use of a tool like MATA simplifies
the process of understanding how composition of separated
concerns will work, and helps guaranteeing their correctness
as well as some unwanted interactions.

The case study demonstrated how we were able to
modularize the requirements “Change Scale” and “Context
Switch” using aspects, which, otherwise, would be scattered
along several other modules. By using the MATA tool, con-
cern connections are expressed in terms of pattern match-
ing expressions avoiding the replication of modeled behav-
ior across the application. That is, everyplace a pattern is
satisfied, the MATA model is instantiated.

8.2 Implementation

In this section we will describe briefly how above-mentioned
ideas can be implemented using Java technology. We have
developed a set of Web application prototypes that helped to
assess the advantages and challenges of our current approach,
in implementation tasks. Additionally, we also evaluated
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prototype source code assessing well-known Object-oriented
programming quality metrics.

8.2.1 Technical solution

In developed prototypes, Core and GIS concerns were devel-
oped having, as input, UML and MATA diagrams (Sect. 6)
producing independent application modules. We used the
Spring MVC Web framework [38] for implementing core
modules. On the other hand, GIS concerns were devel-
oped asymmetrically using Java classes for business objects,
AspectJ definitions for implementing crosscutting features
specified in MATA models, HTML documents for user inter-
faces and, finally, XSLT documents for specifying user
interface crosscutting features. We used the AspectJ tool
for implementing AOP concepts such as introduction and
method0s call interceptions in Core classes because it is the
de facto aspect technology in the Java realm. XSLT transfor-
mations have been used in [17] successfully, for enriching
HTML-based user interfaces with volatile functionality. By
means of this kind of transformation, new widgets, layout
changes and JavaScript code are introduced in HTML docu-
ments, crosscut by GIS concerns.

By using Maven [2], a Java-based build engine, modules
were woven at compile time for producing an application
that combines Core and GIS concerns. The Weaving process
was an orchestrated execution of Maven’s plugins, which
comprised following tasks:

Compilation of core concern’s and GIS concern’s Java
classes. Business objects and objects provided by GIS
concerns are compiled;
Aspect weaving with Core Classes. Aspect realization of
GIS concern are compiled and later woven with business
objects that contain joinpoints;
Interface transformation using the XSLT engine. Because
we use XML-based user interfaces specifications, XSLT
transformations are applied over user interfaces that are
affected by GIS features. This strategy can also be used
for enriching any XML-based document such as config-
uration files;
Application packaging. Finally, the application shows
original behavior enhanced with GIS.

Finally, the resulting Web application showed tangled GIS
behavior among Core one. The application’s user experience
was enriched by a synergy concern relationship.

8.2.2 Source code quality analysis

In order to assess how our ideas impact on application imple-
mentation, we have analyzed different applications source
code, measuring a variety of aspects producing well-known

metrics of object-oriented programming [10]. In this analy-
sis we will focus on the source line of code (SLOC or LOC)
metric, which measures the size of the source code without
comment lines; the lack of cohesion metric (LCOM) mea-
sure, where class’ features are not related to its modulariza-
tion; class complexity as the size of a class in terms of line of
sentences; and code duplication as duplicated code sentences
in several software artifacts.

We used the Sonar [37] source code quality tool for ana-
lyzing code automatically. This tool allows managing source
code quality by analyzing code complexity, design, coding
rules, duplications, potential bugs, among others. By using
this tool, we compared how code changes when introduc-
ing volatile features using a conventional object-oriented
approach (OOA) against using our proposed approach
(AOA).

Before introducing the analysis results, we must remark
that the lack of modularization of crosscutting concerns
increases application complexity because the application is
evolving and growing, affecting different application source
code aspects. First we will analyze how using the OOA appli-
cation reacts to new features and then we will provide a brief
description of how AOA approach keeps modules simple.

The analysis showed that, when introducing volatile func-
tionality using both conventional OOA and AOA, the SLOC
metric increases. It is not surprising that the amount of lines
of code registered as SLOC increases because new fea-
tures are introduced and thus, new objects, and object’s state
and behavior is appended to object definitions. Even AOA-
promoted modularization features must be implemented and
thus its SLOC adds up to the overall amount. Although the
SLOC metric may be used as an indicator for predicting
defect density [34], AOA promotes the separation of con-
cerns, keeping classes smaller and having different artifacts
for each feature instead of having a single class with both
core and spatial functionality tangled. This modularization
has shown to prevent defects [14].

Application testability is compromised, at least, by two
factors: the SLOC increment in an existing artifact, such as
a class and the increase of the LCOM metric. When the new
sentences are introduced in a class, its complexity increases,
demanding new test cases for testing the new feature. On the
other hand, the increase of lack of cohesion (LCOM) pro-
duces classes which encapsulate different features; this prob-
lem is known as the tyranny of the dominant decomposition
[39], which does not modularize concerns that are not framed
by the main decomposition criterion. In some cases, this issue
was registered as a code duplication metric increase.

The consequence of volatile functionality elimination is an
error prone task because it is of intrinsic crosscutting nature.
Although we have not assessed the effort of manually remov-
ing a volatile functionality, several works have shown that the
more changes a component has, the higher the risk for the
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presence of bugs [19,30]. Instead, using AOA, there is no
possibility of introducing a bug, because no code is modi-
fied when introducing a volatile functionality, thus a task for
removing it is not needed.

9 Related work

The use of advanced separation of concerns techniques, and
particularly the use of aspects, has been recently proposed
for the development of complex Web applications, mainly to
provide adaptation behaviours [6]. However, to our knowl-
edge, there has been no research on the modularization of
spatial concerns in Web-GIS software.

In the more general field of context-aware software,
Munelly et al. [28] presents an approach for modularizing
context-aware systems by encapsulating different types of
context (e.g., location, user and device context) using an
aspect-oriented approach. Our paper demonstrates that a
context-aware application built in this way exhibits improved
modularity, with corresponding improvements in compre-
hensibility, manageability and maintainability. Because it
lacks of a process that gives support to the detection and
design of adaptation concerns, this approach can be com-
plemented with ours introducing the presented process for
modelling spatial concerns in the early stages of software
engineering.

Carton et al. [9] presents an approach to manage the devel-
opment of applications for pervasive computing, based on a
combination of aspect-oriented development techniques with
model-driven development. This approach suggests mod-
elling the pervasive application in Theme/UML and using
model-driven transformations to gain the additional benefits
of platform and technology independence. Besides the fact
that this approach takes the advantage of model-driven devel-
opment, our approach uses MATA to specify and compose
aspects, and the process we presented is more elaborate than
the one presented in Carton et al. [9].

Zipf and Merdes [44] discuss the use of aspects in GIS
applications. However they only focus on the programming
level while we focus on the earlier stages of software devel-
opment. However, their analysis of possible spatial concerns
is similar to ours.

Our approach can be enhanced with high-level aspect
(HILA) [43] when an aspect introduces changes on com-
ponents’ state. HiLA presents a UML extension for mod-
elling crosscutting behaviour in state machines that enables
the graphical description of aspects’ elements (like pointcuts
and advices).

10 Conclusions and future work

Our approach modularizes spatial concerns (e.g., location-
awareness and scale change), in Web-GIS applications.

The process is composed of three main activities: identi-
fication, specification and composition. In this last activ-
ity MATA is used to compose aspectual models with base
models.

We have shown that the quality of volatile applications
like Web-GIS, always in constant change, can be improved
by enhancing the respective modularity of spatial concerns.
Our view represents a step forward with respect to exist-
ing approaches in which the spatial concerns are mixed with
other crosscutting application concerns.

Currently we are working on the identification and mod-
elling of additional spatial concerns with the aim of devel-
oping a catalogue, which will let us create new applications
through composition, following the methodology presented
in this paper.
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